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The powerhouse sampler and effect is based on the popular EZclapz drum machine from Toontrack, but EZdrummer 2 is not a sample-based rhythm editor. It has all the same features, plus its own set of fx, such as beat tracing, pitch shifting, EQ, and more. It's a lot of drum software in one package. And
if you're tired of endless clicking to find a beat, Toontrack has loaded EZdrummer 2's new Groove Browser with realistic sounds and MIDI grooves. ability to choose function Edit individual hits when right-clicking a MIDI block in the song track. This should open a classic midi editor window with keyboard
to the left (relevant keys named according to note mapping in PDF of selected EZX), timeline and grid with all hits included in particular block. Great to have the possibilty of moving hits, change velocity and quantization. Edit Play Style function is awesome but this additional feature would be beneficial
adding more flexibility into process of creating desired groove and significant improvement in workflow. The core library clocks in at 18GB. Thats almost modest in comparison with the Hansa SDXs 122GB (which offers more kits, more rooms, more mics and, well, more of everything) but, having worked
my way through EZdrummers new (and plentiful) kit presets, two things are very obvious. First, in terms of both sonics and dynamic detail, these samples are absolutely good enough for even the most demanding of commercial contexts. Second, given the diverse selection of kits, and the different
room combinations, the library can span avery broad range of musical styles.
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That Toontrack have only increased the size of their drums libraries by only 10% is a wonder. There are more than9000 drums in the Toontrack library, and that will take you a full day tocheck out. Not only that, but some of the individual drum samplepacks can include 700-plus samples; for example,
the 600+ Grooves library, which issoon to be an Essential purchase, contains sets of kit samples forevery genre and application, from hip-hop beats, rock grooves, metal grooves and more. If you arent already using EZpadded, or any of the available EZpadded extensions, the last thing you need to know

is about the massive amount of midi meat that Toontrack have spent on building into these! The key part of any drum machine is the ability to fully control the entire drum set and add tremendous variety into your performances. No matter what your musical style, EZdrummer 2 has you covered. And
with the addition of dynamic midi controls, it opens up countless new grooves and drum lines with the convenience of a MIDI controller. You have even more options for creating custom drum kits. Whether you want a complete drum line that you can reproduce in your existing studio, a complete

collection of drums or just a selection of instruments, you can drag and drop them into the Drummer room from across your Sweetwater collection. The user interface is a super clean and simple layout that is easy to navigate, and there's even a built-in Sound Designer with customizable presets and
macro controls for refining the sound of your kit in your own way. Toontrack EZdrummer is packed with convenient features designed to keep you and your drummer generating great grooves in the studio and in the live environment. Powerful macro controls allow you to adjust sounds and cymbals on
the fly, while a ton of stereo outputs and a large tuning range make it easy to create and move drum tracks to new instruments. You can even choose from dozens of different drum kits and styles, or create your own to add the exact sound you want from the start. And all of that sound is included in

either a user-friendly MIDI format or as audio files that you can drag and drop into the library. Bottom line, Toontrack EZdrummer gives you powerful tools to make creating, managing and editing drum grooves a much simpler and more effective process. 5ec8ef588b
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